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BEEHIVE VINYL PRODUCTS
Beehive Vinyl Products has been fabricating an extensive range of custom made canvas, vinyl, shadecloth & other industrial
textile fabrics products for over 30 years. Located in Townsville QLD since 1978, our products & services cover a range of
industries from Heavy industry, Transport, Agricultural, Mining, Local Infrastructure, Promotional, Defence to many other
Specialised Industrial Applications as well as consumers.
All manufacturing is done in house by our highly trained staff to the highest of standards and quality. The materials we use are
always of the high quality that will withstand the harsh Australian environment. The various materials used to manufacture your
product will have a range of features and benefits, these will vary between easy care, waterproofing, blockout, flame retardant,
UV resistant, and mould resistant and warranties.
Our modern workshop, with a floor area of approx. 3200 square metres, is located on 8250 square metres of land enabling us to
manufacture products ranging from small toolbags up to large stockpile covers & allow safe & secure storage of customer's
plant, machinery, equipment & vehicles.
Contact us to see how we can assist you today.

TRANSPORT - TRUCK CURTAINS AND COVERS
Using materials specified especially for the transport industry, we canmanufacture and repair side curtains, retractable load covers, roll over tarps, full canopies, clear vinyl refrigeration curtains, bitumen covers, canvas truck tarps and
others.
Our tarps and covers are manufactured using high quality materials designed to
last. We also have a range of fittings for covers and tarps.
Our large parcel of land enables easy access for 40 foot trailers to be dropped off
and left for removal , repairing or fitting of curtains or covers.









CANVAS TRUCK COVERS

Taughtliner curtains
Asphalt tarps
Roll over tarps
Side curtains
Canopies
Trailer covers
Road train sign covers
Retractable covers
RETRACTABLE SHADECLOTH COVER

SHADECLOTH LOAD COVER
ROLL OVER TARP

TAUGHTLINER CURTAINS

STOCK TRAILER COVERS COVER

TRUCK CANOPY
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STOCK PILE COVERS, MACHINERY COVERS, CURTAINS & TARPS
Utilising a wide variety of materials with different weights and weaves, Beehive Vinyl
Products can fabricate tarps and covers up to very large sizes for agriculture, construction,
mining and many other Industries. By utilising different materials and different
manufacturing techniques, Beehive Vinyl Products can offer tarps and covers to suit any requirement, budget or life expectancy.
Heavy duty industrial tarps for any use or purpose and size can be manufactured. Tarps can
be manufactured as flat, or have tie down straps, eyelets, pockets for bars or with ropes
supplied for your convenience.
We also offer a repair service in our Townsville factory.
We can manufacture:

Stockpile covers

Container covers

Machinery covers

Equipment covers

Dust covers

Dust Covers

Conveyor curtains

Clear Curtains

HORSE FLOAT COVER

HAY TRAY COVER

HOT HOUSE COVER

CLEAR CURTAINS
STOCKPILE COVERS

CONTAINER COVERS

GENERATOR COVER

HEAVY DUTY STOCK TARPS (LANDMARK & CANVACON)
LANDMARK WHITE TARPS
Synthesis Landmark is an advanced polypropylene fabric designed for
heavy duty industrial and agricultural tarpaulins, covers, liners and
membranes.
Landmark is lighter and easier to handle than other similar strength PVC
coated fabrics, it provides excellent lay flat characteristics, outstanding
weather resistance and superior resistance to flex cracking. Its excellent
dirt repellent properties means it retains its appearance far longer than
PVC, it is chlorine free, 100% recyclable and UV stabilised.





Three different sizes available
Edges are hemmed and stitched using UV resistant thread
Stainless steel eyelets evenly spaced around the tarp (approx .5mt)
3 year material warranty

SIZES AVAILABLE
6 mtrs x 6 mtrs—$400 inc gst
6 mtrs x 4 mtrs - $285 inc gst
4 mtrs x 3 mtrs - $160 inc gst

CANVACON PE TARPS
Manufactured using Canvacon 7000, which is a high quality Polyethylene
fabric designed for medium to heavy duty industrial and agricultural
tarpaulins, covers, liners and membranes, offering superior strength /
weight ratio, abrasion and tear resistance over comparable polyfabrics.
Canvacon 7000 is manufactured in Australia from a premium grade
UV-stabilised Polyethylene ensuring the highest coating adhesion of any
polyfabric and is resistant to most acids and alkalis and some solvents,
however, sulphur and halogens may attack the UV stabilisers.





Three different sizes available
Edges are hemmed and stitched using UV resistant thread
Stainless steel eyelets evenly spaced around the tarp (approx .5mtr)
3 year material warranty

SIZES AVAILABLE
6 mtrs x 6 mtrs - $430 inc gst
6 mtrs x 4 mtrs - $295 inc gst
4 mtrs x 3 mtrs - $190 inc gst

